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a b s t r a c t
Optimisation based economic despatch of real-world complex energy systems demands reduced order
and continuously differentiable component models that can represent their part-load behaviour and dynamic responses. A literature study of existing modelling methods and the necessary characteristics the
models should meet for their successful application in model predictive control of a polygeneration system are presented. Deriving from that, a rational modelling procedure using engineering principles and
assumptions to develop simpliﬁed component models is applied. The models are quantitatively and qualitatively evaluated against experimental data and their eﬃcacy for application in a building automation
and control architecture is established.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Applying optimisation algorithms for the operation of decentralised polygeneration systems has shown promising results for
their energy-eﬃcient, sector-coupled (power-to-heat or gas-toelectricity) and grid-reactive scheduling [1–3]. Researchers have
quantiﬁed potential economic beneﬁts between 9.5% to 29%
[4,5] by applying optimal control instead of conventional control to
a wide range of polygeneration systems or to micro-grids utilising
polygeneration systems. Also, a reduction of 50% in thermal energy
wastage of a residential PV-trigeneration system [6] and upto 24%
in primary energy consumption and CO2 emissions of a 3.4 MWel
trigeneration plant [7] is reported.
However, the common consensus in the research community
regarding gaps in the status of optimum operation of microscale
polygeneration systems available on the market is the lack of
demonstration projects using advanced controllers like Model Predictive Control (MPC) [1,2,8]. The challenges lie in:
• lack of experimentally validated models that can simulate the
wide range of non-linear operating conditions of such systems,
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with suﬃcient accuracy and are yet simple enough for application in MPC,
• development and testing of a hierarchical control logic or architecture that combines the different levels of a Building Automation and Control (BAC) system.

This work contributes to the state-of-art in engineering research of optimal control for polygeneration systems by applying
the grey-box methodology to program control-orientated models,
and experimentally assesses their technical feasibility for implementation in an MPC.
A microscale polygeneration plant has been installed using
standard industrial components at the Institute of Energy Systems
Technology (INES) at Offenburg University of Applied Sciences. The
absolute aim of the research project is to demonstrate MPC of this
complex engineering system and the focus of this paper is the development and evaluation of the models essential for MPC. The
procedure followed was:

• describing the experimental set-up and identifying the challenges for MPC-suitable models,
• establishing the state-of-art in modelling the respective components of the system,
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Table 2
Component switches for the seven possible operation modes, with Off = 0 and On = 1.

Table 1
Important speciﬁcations of the main components.
Components

Abbr.

Speciﬁcation

Adsorption chiller

AdC

12 kWth cooling power max.;
0.65 max coeﬃcient of
performance
5 kWel ; 10 kWth ; 59% ηth ; 30%
ηel ; fuel oil
0.9 kWel at 480 RPM
12.9 kWth (cooling power nom.);
16.7 kWth (heating power
nom.); 3.75 kWel (power input
nom.)
Circulation thermostats with
precision temperature control
(10 kWth cooling and 18 kWth
heating power) and approx. 20
m² of thermally activated
building systems (ca. 3 kWth )
1500 l, 1450 l

Combined heat and power unit

CHP

Outdoor coil
Reversible heat pump

OC
RHP

Thermal loads:
Heating Load, Cooling Load

HL, CL

Thermal energy storage (water):
Hot Tank, Chilled Tank

HT, CT

• adapting the results of literature research to the grey-box
methodology and developing the component-models to be used
in MPC,
• comparing experimental and simulation results.
2. Problem description
The main speciﬁcations of the plant are given in Table 1 and
details of the different operation modes are published in a previous
work by the authors [9].
The control logic is summarised into the BAC for the plant as
shown in Fig. 1 and consists of three levels: ﬁeld level, automation
level and management level.
It is planned to implement an economic-MPC as a supervisory
controller on the management level using algorithmic differentiation and direct optimisation methods. At each sampling interval
of 15 min, the mixed integer nonlinear program summarised in
(1) will generate an optimal solution that minimises the operational costs formulated in (1a) over a 24-h prediction horizon. The
switches of the four components will be formulated as the binary
controls bT = [SCHP , SAdC , SHP , SCC ] and constrained to either 0 or 1,
shown in (1d).


minx(·),b(·)

tf

t0

(v˙ F uel (t )F uel price + Pel,Grid (buy) (t )E lbuy (t )

−Pel ,Grid (sel l ) (t )E lsell (t ) )dt

(1a)

subject to:

x˙ (t ) − f (x(t ), u(t ), b(t ), c (t ), p(t )) = 0,

(1b)

h(x(t ), u(t ), b(t ), c (t ), s(t ), p(t ) ) ≤ 0,

(1c)

b(t ) ∈ {0, 1}.

(1d)

The ﬁrst element for each component switch from the entire
optimal solution vector will be used as a control signal to generate the operation mode as per Table 2. The operation mode will be
executed on the ﬁeld level through the Human-Machine-Interface
(HMI) on the automation level. The control loop will repeat at sampling intervals including the time needed for solving the algorithm
and will use updated measurements and a new 24-h prediction
horizon shifted by the sampling time length. The system dynamics
and path constraints are considered in (1b) and (1c) respectively
and will be captured by the models presented in this paper.
Consequently, the ability of the models to simulate with adequate accuracy and speed over the length of a 24-hour prediction
horizon will greatly inﬂuence the quality (stability & practicality)

Operation mode

CHP

AdCM

HP

CC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Off
On
On
Off
Off
Off
On

Off
Off
On
Off
Off
On
Off

Off
Off
Off
Off
On
Off
Off

Off
Off
Off
On
Off
Off
On

of the supervisory controller. This ability is based on the sought
after characteristics in the models (Fig. 2).
1a. Capture dynamic characteristics: When operating with actual
components, a switch from one operating point to another often
has a dynamic effect on the states of the system, and this should
be included in the models for improving the controllability of the
system [11]. In the context of MPC, if the components display slow
dynamic behaviours extending far in excess of the sampling time
interval, then this behaviour must be simulated accordingly.
1b. Capture part-load behaviour / internal control logic: Likewise,
if the components operate at lower eﬃciencies under part-load or
have an internal control logic that uses low-level controllers to improve their performance under part-load, then the applicable attribute should be simulated by the component models.
1c. Live parameterisation capabilities: If the MPC approach is to
be integrated in a retroﬁt scenario, the rationale behind modelling
the components should permit for live parameterisation. For example, regression-based models should use data that is readily collected in standard industrial practices and not data that needs specialised instrumentation or disassembly of the components.
1d Generalisation capabilities: Likewise, if the MPC approach is
to be integrated in a green-ﬁeld scenario, the rationale behind
modelling the components should permit for generalisation capabilities. For example, regression-based models should use data for
ﬁtting the coeﬃcients that is readily available from standard component data sheets or can be collected during the commissioning
phase of the plant.
1e. Adaptability to component design: In certain cases, the constructional design of the component inﬂuences its performance
and its interoperability. An example of this in building energy systems is the construction of the storage tank. The height at which
water enters and leaves the tank will depend on its hydraulic connections, or the type of heat transfer will depend on the heat exchanger installed in the tank. Thus, the models of such components
should have the ability to adapt to the type of design.
2a. Lower complexity: In their paper on modelling and optimisation of a trigeneration system, Chandan et al., 2012 pointed out
very clearly the unsuitability of detailed HVAC simulation models
for direct use in an MPC structure due to their large computational
times and other associated challenges [12]. For example, with each
new system-state and time-varying parameter the size of the entire optimisation problem increases by a factor of the total number
of sampling intervals over the entire forecast horizon, leading to
an expansion of the state- and parameter spaces. The number of
states and parameters in the component models should be limited
to only those necessary for calculating outputs relevant for the particular optimisation problem.
2b. Suﬃcient accuracy: The required accuracy of models depends
on the available system knowledge and on aspects of the real system that are relevant for accomplishment of the simulation objectives [13]. Considering this, the models needed for moving horizon MPC of thermal systems (which typically demonstrate slow
dynamics) need to be only of suﬃcient accuracy since MPC gives
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Fig. 1. Plan of the hierarchical control logic combining different levels of a BAC that will be used for optimal control of the microscale polygeneration plant at INES.

2c. Continuous differentiability: The models need to be continuously differentiable when their application is in gradient-based optimisation methods [15].
3. Methodology

Fig. 2. Sought after characteristics of MPC-suitable models.

means to adjust the control and react to uncertainties or modelmismatch due to the update of system information after every
sampling time [10,14].

The state-of-the-art modelling techniques applied in the ﬁeld
of HVAC simulation and control were identiﬁed. Table 3 illustrates
their classiﬁcation to help analyse the different approaches and ﬁlter out the most relevant for this project. It was noticed that many
simulation models for standard HVAC components were available
and a further in-depth qualitative analysis of some selected approaches was done (Table 4).
In most cases the optimal scheduling problems consider only
static process variables like electrical power or cooling capacities
and do not consider dynamic states like storage temperatures or
hydraulic circuit temperatures. On the other hand, existing models that satisfy these requirements are either physics-based models
with a component level simulation focus making them very complex, or have rule-based controllers making them not continuously
differentiable. Nevertheless, this analysis revealed important modelling features that were then adapted in this work.
Deriving from the qualitative analysis, from the results of previous functional tests [9] and from guidelines in literature reviews
[13,16], the grey-box method was chosen to model the system.
In grey-box modelling, the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics and the
principle of mass and energy balance is applied for developing
the mathematical structure of the models and any missing vari-
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Table 3
Illustration for HVAC modelling classiﬁcation.

Modelling Class / Methodology

Main Outputs

Size/Complexity of
Model

Objective of Study/Model and
Validation

Reference(Years
Ascending)

AdC:
Silica gel / water

• Nonlinear dynamic white-box
models
• LDF kinetic equation for
adsorption and desorption rate
• Pressure and enthalpy based mass
and energy balance
• Resistance-capacitance heat
exchanger model and mass and
energy balance

CP, CT and COP

• > 20 parameters
• > 4 states
• 2 curve ﬁts

To study the effects of circuit
temperatures, switching time and
cycle time on the AC performance
Validation : Visual, quantitative
(APE, RMSE, NSD)

[23,24]

CHP:
Gas engine

• Linear static grey-box models
• Linear interpolation or quadratic
regression of predeﬁned
parameters for different load
factors
• Energy balance

Cost of
operation,
power, fuel

• > 2 parameters

Application in an MILP or MINLP
for cost based optimisation to
design and operate a CCHP system
in a simulation environment
Validation: NA

[25,26]

RHP:
Compression
chiller and heat
pump

• Nonlinear static grey-box models
• Parameter estimation from
catalogue and experimental data
• Pressure-enthalpy based mass and
energy balance over chiller
internal components

CP, PI,CT and
COP

• > 10 Parameters

[27,28]

HT/CT:
Stratiﬁed

•
•
•
•

Temperature
distribution

• 1 state per layer
• < 8 parameters

Deploy in energy calculation
and/or building simulation
programs to simulate detailed
behaviour (including control logic)
of an electric chiller
Validation: Visual, quantitative
(RMSE)
Simulation of the transient
temperatures in a stratiﬁed tank
A simpliﬁed 2-layer model with 2
states per layer applied in
nonlinear MPC for scheduling of a
chiller plant in a simulation
environment.
Validation : Visual

1-D dynamic multilayer model
Fourier’s equation for heat ﬂow
Mass and energy balance per layer
If-else logic for
charging/discharging
• Effective vertical heat conductivity

[29,30]

AE (Absolute Error), APE (Absolute Percentage Error), CCHP (Combined Cooling Heating and Power), COP (Coeﬃcient of Performance), CP (Cooling Power), CT (Circuit
Temperatures), DAE (Differential Algebraic Equations), DP (Dynamic Programming), DSH (District Heating), GSHP (Ground Source Heat Pump), LDF (Linear Driving Force),
MAE (Mean Absolute Error), MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error), MILP (Mixed Integer Linear Program), MINLP (Mixed Integer Nonlinear Program), NA (Not Available),
NLP (Nonlinear Program), NSD (Normalised Standard Deviation), NTU (Number of Transfer Units), PI (Power Input), RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error), RMSRE (Root Mean
Squared Relative Error).
Table 4
Qualitative analysis of shortlisted models.

AdC

CHP

RHP

HT

Reference
(Years
Ascending)
[23]
[24]
[31]
[25]
[32]
[33]
[27]
[30]
[34]
[35]
[29]
[36]
[30]

Component
Dynamics

Part-Load
Behaviour or
Internal Control
Logic

Live Parameter
Identiﬁcation
Capabilities

Accuracy

Continuous
Differentiability

Generalisation
Capabilities

Adaptability to
Component Design

Complexity

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes / Yes
Yes / Yes
No / No
Yes / No
No / No
Yes / Yes
Yes / Yes / Yes / Yes / –
–
–

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
–
–
–

Very
Very
Very
High
Very
High
High
High
High
Very
High
Low
Low

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
High

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
No
No
No

Very high
Very high
Very low
Low
Low
High
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Low

ables or unknown physical processes are quantiﬁed through data
ﬁtting methods. This method is a compromise between physicsbased white-box models and data-driven black-box models and can
provide good generalisation capabilities while maintaining a high
level of accuracy [16–18]. Grey-box models are also robust to disturbances, have auto-tuning capabilities, and need fewer assumptions to set-up. This is an advantage over data-driven algorithms
like artiﬁcial neural networks for developing black-box models that
show accurate results but have limited generalisation capabilities
and less robustness to disturbances [19].

high
high
low
high

high

For the grey-box modelling approach, regression analysis
[20] and step-response analysis [21] were used for ﬁtting apriori
data and determining the dynamic properties of the components.
Both these methods make it possible for the user to choose data
sets that are either readily available in the manufacturer’s catalogues or can be collected during commissioning of the equipment.
For regression analysis, the generalised reducing gradient search
(via Microsoft Excel’s Data Solver®) algorithm was applied and for
step-response analysis, the “Control Design and Simulation Module” in LabVIEW® was used.
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Fig. 3. Process ﬂow diagram of the INES polygeneration system.

The models are developed in OpenModelica as input / output
equations for the individual components using elemental libraries
like SI Units and connectors [22]. They are then integrated into a
system simulation model shown representatively as a process ﬂow
diagram in Fig. 3. Nomenclature from process engineering is followed, wherein ﬂows leaving a component are designated feedline (subscript “f”), and ﬂows entering a component are designated
return-line (subscript “r”). In addition, high temperature circuit is denoted with a “(H)”, medium temperature circuit with “(M)”, and low
temperature circuit with “(L)”.
4. Models of the primary components
For the modelling of this complex energy plant, certain general and component speciﬁc simplifying assumptions, founded on
engineering know-how and apriori knowledge of the system were
made. The general assumptions were:
• Heat losses and pressure losses through pipes and components
(other than storage tanks) were neglected,
• speciﬁc heats and densities of all ﬂuids were assumed constant,
• ideal conservation of mass was assumed,
• at full load real power is the nominal power of the equipment,
• internal controllers of components are ideal and reliable,
• volume ﬂows in the circuits are constant (other than for CHP
and loads) and maintained at nominal ﬂows,
accurate forecast of ambient temperature and building thermal
loads are available over the entire simulation horizon. The mass
ﬂow m˙ (kg/s) in a machine’s hydraulic circuit is computed depending on the machine’s operation status as follows (2):

m˙ = S

v˙ ρ
3600

(2)

Where, S is the on-off switch for the corresponding machine and
a binary control variable in the optimisation problem, v˙ is the volume ﬂow (m³/h) and ρ is the density of the ﬂuid (kg/m³).

This formulation has two advantages; ﬁrstly, when the machines are switched off, then no mass ﬂow occurs between components and storage tanks ensuring that storage-temperatures are not
affected. Secondly, the decision variables occur a reduced number
of times in the MPC formulation itself since they are avoided in
the mass and energy balance equations for the individual models
as shown in the following sections.
4.1. Adsorption Chiller (AdC) model
An AdC operates on the principle of sorption of solids (adsorption) like silica-gel and the cooling effect is produced by an adsorption triggered evaporation. To produce continuous cooling effectively, the machine has two adsorbing chambers that undergo
the adsorption/desorption and heat recovery phases inversely. Hot
water is used to drive the desorption process of a charged adsorber. The desorbed refrigerant (water) in condensed by removing
the heat to the environment. Concurrently, the cooling load evaporates the refrigerant and is led to the adsorber. The exothermic
heat of adsorption is also expelled together with the heat of liquefaction to the environment. After end of one adsorption/desorption
phase a heat recovery phase occurs and then the roles of the modules reverse. This operation is achieved through internal switching
of valves and pumps using complex control algorithms leading to
the distinctive cyclic behaviour of the three circuit temperatures,
as reported in literature [37]. The modelling of this internal dynamics has been included in some models as shown in Table 3.
However, the complexity of these models makes them ineffective
for a system-wide optimisation. On the other extreme, a highly
simpliﬁed linear energy balance model that assumes a constant
Coeﬃcient of Performance (COP) does not capture the part-load
behaviour of the machine, which is highly dependant on its inlet
temperatures [31]. As seen in Section 2, a balance of complexity
and accuracy must be achieved to develop a practical AdC model
that is part of an entire system being optimally scheduled.
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Based on previous experimental work and literature research,
the following important simplifying assumptions for the modelling
of this component were established [9,38]:

water leaving the CHP at T f,CHP enters in the feed-line and is added
to the top of the HT. An embedded controller in the CHP maintains
the following internal control logic:

• for typical AdC based trigeneration systems, adequate storage
(hot and cold) capacity is often planned and these smoothen
the cyclic temperature pattern due to their damping effect making it unnecessary to model this pattern in detail,
• the heat released to the environment over an entire cycle
Qth,AdC (M ) is approximately equal to the sum of driving heat
Qth,AdC (H) and the cooling energy Qth,AdC (L ) over that cycle,
• manufacturer’s catalogues of widely used industrial AdCs provide characteristic curves for cooling power and COP depending
on inlet temperatures in the three circuits.

• volume ﬂow of water v˙ CHP is controlled depending on return
line temperature Tr,CHP to minimise part-load losses
• start-up checks needing 25 s (introduce delay time of approx.
25 s).

Considering the above ﬁndings and assumptions, regression
analysis was applied to ﬁt the cooling power and COP of the AdC
as second order functions of the three inlet temperatures as shown
in (3) and (4).

Pth,AdC (L ) = d1 + d2 Tr,AdC (L ) + d3 Tr,AdC (H ) + d4 Tr,AdC (M )
2
+ d5 Tr,AdC
(L )

2
2
+ d6 Tr,AdC
(H ) + d7 Tr,AdC (M )

+ d8 Tr,AdC (L ) Tr,AdC (H ) + d9 Tr,AdC (L ) Tr,AdC (M )
+ d10 Tr,AdC (H ) Tr,AdC (M )

(3)

COP = e1 + e2 Tr,AdC (L ) + e3 Tr,AdC (H ) + e4 Tr,AdC (M )
2
+ e5 Tr,AdC
(L )

2
2
+ e6 Tr,AdC
(H ) + e7 Tr,AdC (M )

+ e8 Tr,AdC (L ) Tr,AdC (H ) + e9 Tr,AdC (L ) Tr,AdC (M )
+ e10 Tr,AdC (H ) Tr,AdC (M )

(4)

Applying previous assumptions and deﬁnition of COP the power
balance over the three circuits was done as per (5) and (6).

Pth,AdC(H ) =

Pth,AdC(L )

(5)

COP

Pth,AdC(M ) = Pth,AdC(H ) + Pth,AdC(L )

(6)

Using the calculated thermal powers and applying the ﬁrst law
of thermodynamics, the feed-line temperatures for each circuit
were calculated as in (7),(8) and (9).

Pth,AdC(L )

T f,AdC(L ) = Tr,AdC(L ) − ρw
v˙
c
3600 AdC(L ) p,w

(7)

Pth,AdC(M )
T f,AdC(M ) = Tr,AdC(M ) − ρw
v˙
c
3600 AdC(M ) p,w

(8)

Pth,AdC(H )
T f,AdC(H ) = Tr,AdC(H ) − ρw
v˙
c
3600 AdC(H ) p,w

(9)

The volume ﬂows in the three circuits v˙ AdC (L ) , v˙ AdC (M ) , and
v˙ AdC (H ) are constant parameters of the model. When the machines

are turned off, a division by zero is avoided by using these constant volume ﬂows instead of mass ﬂows in the equations above.
The actual mass ﬂows are calculated using (2) and are zero when
the machines are off.
AdC’s electric consumption was calculated with (10).

Pel,AdC = SAC Pel,AdC (Nom)

(10)

4.2. Combined Heating and Power (CHP) model
The CHP comprises of a single cylinder engine coupled to an
asynchronous generator that together convert fuel into thermal
Pth,CHP and electrical power Pel,CHP . The heat is transferred to the
cooling water of the CHP, which ﬂows in a closed circuit connected
to the stratiﬁed Hot Tank (HT). Cold water coming from the bottom
of the HT enters in the return-line of the CHP with Tr,CHP and hot

Further analysis of the CHP-functional tests showed slow ﬁrstorder dynamics for the Pth,CHP during start-up [9].
Most models used in literature for optimisation do not integrate
this control logic or dynamic behaviour and are typically linear ﬁts
of apriori data. Some models use the black-box approach requiring many high quality data sets for parameterisation thus making it diﬃcult to generalise the models for other systems. Another
approach is to represent the dynamic behaviour through a mass
and energy balance over the engine block and the heat exchanger,
thereby increasing the number of system states and parameters
(complexity) for modelling the CHP.
Founded on previous experimental work and literature research,
following important simplifying assumptions were established:
• the delay time after start-up can be neglected since the length
of the sampling time and forecast horizon for a 15-minute electricity price based MPC is signiﬁcantly larger than the delay
time interval itself,
• the internal control logic for v˙ CHP can be portrayed using the
regression-based approach where it is ﬁt to the incoming Tr,CHP
using a second order univariate linear regression [33],
• the dynamic behaviour of the thermal power Pth_CHP can be
portrayed using a differential equation obtained by the stepresponse analysis method [32],
• internal control logic of the modern day CHPs and their operation in combination with a storage and other components ensure close to full-load operation. Therefore, if this logic is included in the model, it is not necessary to simulate the partload operation separately and constant eﬃciencies can be assumed for optimisation problems [11],
• Higher Caloriﬁc Value (HCV) of fuel is used for calculation,
• a complete combustion of fuel occurs in the CHP.
Considering the above ﬁndings and assumptions, the internal
controller and dynamic behaviour of the CHP were modelled as
shown in (11) and (12) respectively.
2
v˙ CHP = b1 + b2 Tr,CHP + b3 Tr,CHP

(11)

Pth,CHP (Nom) SCHP − Pth,CHP
dPth,CHP
=
dt
c1

(12)

Here c1 represents the average time constant (in seconds) of the
CHP system that was determined by performing a step-response
analysis over three tests with varying initial temperatures.
Using the calculated thermal power and volume ﬂow and applying the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics the feed-line temperature
was calculated as in (13)

Pth,CHP
T f,CHP = Tr,CHP + ρw
v˙ c
3600 CHP p,w

(13)

The mass ﬂow going to the HT was calculated using (2) shown
earlier and the electrical production of the CHP Pel,CHP is given in
(13) below:

Pel,CHP = SCHP Pel,CHP (Nom)

(14)

Furthermore, the fuel consumed by the CHP was calculated using (15). This formulation aids in generalising the type of fuel that
could be used in the simulation.

v˙ F uel = SCHP

Pel,CHP (Nom) + Pth,CHP (Nom)
HCVF uel



ηel (Nom) + ηth(Nom)



(15)
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4.3. Outdoor Coil (OC) and Heat Exchanger(hx) model
The OC and HX models were derived from the “Number of
Transfer Units – Effectiveness (NTU-ε )” method [39]. The NTU-ε
method calculates the effectiveness of a heat exchanger depending
on the maximum possible heat transfer that can be hypothetically
achieved.
The OC is the heat-sink for the condenser of the chilling machines and the heat-source for the evaporator of the heat pump
(cf. Fig. 3). It is principally a dry-cooling tower with three variablespeed fan motors consuming a total Pel,OC,max of 0.9 kWel at their
maximum speed, RP Mmax of 480 RPM.
Other assumptions for this model are:
• homogeneous air ﬂow,
• negligible effect of the instantaneous variations of air speed on
the pressure,
• no pressure loss over the heat exchangers.
By means of NTU-ε method and with energy balance over the
OC the ﬂuid outlet temperature was calculated from (16). Where, ε
is the effectiveness of a cross-ﬂow heat exchanger, Cmin is smaller
of the two ﬂuid heat capacity rates and Ch is the heat capacity rate
of the hot ﬂuid.

T f,OC = Tr,OC −

εCmin (Tr,OC − TAmb )
Ch

(16)

Additionally, assuming a constant eﬃciency and fan diameter,
the “Fan Aﬃnity Laws” were applied to simulate the relationship
between the RP M and electrical power consumed by the OC Pel,OC
as seen in (17) [39].

Pel,OC = SOC

RP M3 Pel,OC(max)
3
RP Mmax

(17)

4.4. Reversible heat pump (RHP) model
The RHP can operate as a Heat Pump (HP) or as a Compression
Chiller (CC) and is principally a conventional refrigeration system
operating on the vapour-compression cycle [34]. The switching in
their operation is done over external hydraulic connections from
the evaporator/condenser to the OC. The evaporator circuit and condenser circuit are designated with subscript “e” and “c” respectively.
During HP mode the evaporator circuit has medium temperature
and condenser circuit has high temperature. During CC mode the
evaporator circuit has low temperature and condenser circuit has
medium temperature.
In the literature study, modelling approaches were identiﬁed
that use manufacturer’s data tables or data that is readily available during the commissioning of these machines Table 3). Second order equations like ((18),(19) and (20) were ﬁt by performing
polynomial regression of manufacturer’s data tables, for calculating the heating power Pth,H P (H ) , cooling power Pth,CC (L ) and power
consumption Pel,RHP respectively. Pel,RHP was calculated based on
the evaporator and condenser inlet temperatures of the particular
mode. The equations capture the part-load behaviour of the machine as a function of the inlet temperatures.
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Assuming an ideal refrigeration cycle, the power balance for the
RHP in the HP mode was calculated by (21) and in the CC mode
by (22) [40].

Pth,HP (M ) = Pth,H P (H ) − Pel,RHP

(21)

Pth,CC (M ) = Pth,CC (L ) + Pel,RHP

(22)

The ﬁrst law of thermodynamics was applied in each circuit to
get the feed-line temperatures as shown below for the HP condenser circuit and the CC evaporator circuit:

Pth,H P (H )
T f,H P (H ) = Tr,H P (H ) + ρw
v˙
c

(23)

Pth,CC(L )
T f,CC(L ) = Tr,CC(L ) − ρw
v˙
c
3600 CC (L ) p,w

(24)

3600 H P (H ) p,b

Where, c p,b and c p,w are the speciﬁc heat capacities of brine and
water respectively.
4.5. Thermal energy storage (HT & CT) model
Thermal storage helps to balance out the mismatch in the production and consumption cycles especially in variable renewable
energy systems. The modelling of such storage is complex due to
physical effects of thermal stratiﬁcation, forced convection or laminar ﬂows that may occur depending on the construction of the
tank. The simulation of the stratiﬁcation effects is important especially when performing cost-based operational optimisation [41],
as stratiﬁcation is closely linked with the dynamic operation of the
plant and its simulation increases the accuracy of the tank model.
In the literature (Table 3 & Table 4), mixed storage tanks or no
storage tanks are mostly used for design-optimisation of energy
systems. However, it is highly recommended to apply at least a
simple stratiﬁed tank model in optimal control problems [42].
The model of the thermal storage tanks in this work was
adapted from a 1-D dynamic multilayer model using the Fourier’s
equation [29,43]. This analytical model summarises the complex
thermal ﬂux using an effective vertical heat conductivity coeﬃcient
λe f f . Here, the HT is considered as a vertically stratiﬁed cylindrical
tank as shown in Fig. 4 with user deﬁned dimensional parameters such as the diameter D, height H, thickness of tank wall Th
and number of layers in the longitudinal direction N. An effective
mass ﬂow m˙ i for each layer is calculated depending on the balance of mass ﬂows from the source circuit (subscript “s”) and load
circuit (subscript “l”). If m˙ i is positive, then energy ﬂows from the
layer above the ith layer (i + 1) and is interpreted by the binary parameter δi+ = 1, else δi+ = 0. A negative m˙ i signiﬁes mass ﬂow from

Pth,H P (H ) = g1 + g2 Tr,H P (H ) + g3 Tr,HP (M ) + g4 Tr,H P (H ) Tr,HP (M )
2
2
+g5 Tr,H
P (H ) + g6 Tr,HP (M )

(18)

Pth,CC (L ) = h1 + h2 Tr,CC (M ) + h3 Tr,CC (L ) + h4 Tr,CC (M ) Tr,CC (L )
2
2
+h5 Tr,C
C (M ) + h6 Tr,CC (L )

(19)

Pel,RHP = SRHP (i1 + i2 Tr,RHP (e ) + i3 Tr,RHP (c ) + i4 Tr,RHP (e ) Tr,RHP (c )
2
2
+i5 Tr,RHP
(e ) + i6 Tr,RHP (c ) )

(20)

Fig. 4. Schematic depiction of the HT with hydraulic connections and layer numbering.
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layer below the ith layer, i.e. m˙ l is greater than m˙ s and thus cooling
of the ith layer occurs. It is considered by the parameter δi− . Only

for the top most layer (Nth layer) with hot water entering from the
feed-line of the source circuit, the parameter δis is equal to 1 and
analogously for the bottom most layer (1st layer) with cooler water entering from the return-line of the load circuit the parameter
δil is equal to 1. From the user deﬁned dimensional parameters of
the tank, other relevant dimensional quantities such as the exterior heat transfer surface area of a layer Aext.i , cross-section area of
a layer Ai , mass of a layer mi and height of a layer zi are calculated
as follows:

zi = H/N

(25)

Aext,i = π Dzi

(26)

Ai = π ( D − 2T h ) /4

(27)

m i = A i z i ρw

(28)

2

The general energy balance of each layer is then calculated as
shown in.

mi c p

dTi
=
dt





δis (m˙ c p )s T f,s − Ti − δil (m˙ c p )l Ti − Tr,l
−kAext,i (Ti − Tamb ) + δi+ m˙ i c p (Ti+1 − Ti )
+δi− m˙ i+1 c p (Ti − Ti−1 ) +

Ai λe f f
(Ti+1 − 2Ti + Ti−1 ) (29)
zi

where,
Ti - temperature of ith layer ( °C)
k - overall heat transfer coeﬃcient of the tank envelope
(W/(m2 •K))
λe f f - effective vertical heat conductivity of water (W/(m.K))
However, the limitations of this approach for application in the
current scenario are as follows:
• Differentiability: Within gradient-based optimisation methods,
models must be continuous and differentiable [38]. The presence of "If-Else"-statements within models introduces discontinuities and must therefore be avoided.
The formulation of the energy balance for each layer was modiﬁed to avoid the “If-Else” condition and replaced with a continuous
and smooth formulation shown in (30).

mi c p

dTi
=
dt





δis (m˙ c p )s T f,s − Ti − δil (m˙ c p )l Ti − Tr,l


m˙ 2i +ω c p (a − B )
m˙ i c p (a+B )
−kAext,i (Ti −Tamb )+
+
2

+

2

Ai λe f f
(Ti+1 − 2Ti + Ti−1 )
zi

where,
a = Ti+1 − Ti
B = Ti − Ti−1
ω ∈ R and ω  m˙ i .
For m˙ i > 0, the part “
value ≈ m˙ i c p a

m˙ i c p (a+B )
2

m˙ c (a+B )
“ i p2

+

(30)


( m˙ 2i +ω )c p (a−B)
2


( m˙ 2i +ω )c p (a−B )

” will take the

For m˙ i < 0 the part
+
” will take the
2
value ≈ −m˙ i c p B
In this study, the m˙ i was in the range of 0.02 kg/s and 0.69 kg/s
and a value of 2 × 10−4 is presumed for ω. For a well-insulated
steel tank k and λe f f were assumed to be 0.002 W/(m2 •K) and
0.0015 W/(m.K) respectively [29]. With a given initial temperature
distribution, the differential equation is applied to each layer and
integrated over the entire forecast horizon to calculate the analytical temperature distribution over that time period.

Fig. 5. Modiﬁcation of tank model based on numerical loops to include a userdeﬁned parameter “Load-Layer”.

• Component design: For simpliﬁcation purposes, the model in literature assumed that the hot source water enters at the top of
the tank and is delivered to the load from the top of the tank.
Similarly, the bottom of the tank is connected to the source
and load circuits. However, in this experimental set-up, the
construction of the HT has hydraulic connections at different
heights of the tank making the simple assumption impractical.
To improve the capability of the model to simulate the temperature distribution accurately and adapt the model to different
constructions the formulation of the energy balance over the
length of the tank was modiﬁed by introducing a user-deﬁned
parameter “Load-Layer” [40].
This acts as a tank splitting parameter and represents the layer
from which water goes to the thermal loads. A differential equation is created for each section of the tank by implementing “Forloops” as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, by using an additional parameter
a particular hydraulic connection was included in the model. This
technique could be extended to multiple hydraulic connections at
different heights of the tank.
The model of the CT was similarly developed but adapted to the
reversal of ﬂows between the source and load circuits. The tank
models were discretised into 10 layers for each temperature sensor
(90 discretisations for HT and 40 discretisations for CT).
4.6. Thermal loads (HL & CL) model
Since the thermal loads are perfectly forecasted and are generated using the thermostats, test chambers, and mixing valves, the
models for the loads are developed by applying the ﬁrst law of
thermodynamics and the law of ﬂuid mixing. The temperature of
water at “Load-Layer” in the HT is fed to the mixing valve T f,HL
which then mixes the necessary amount of return line water to
achieve set feed line temperature for the HVAC distribution element T f,HVAC .
Under following assumptions:
• the feed line temperature T f,HVAC and mass ﬂow m˙ HVAC in the
HVAC circuit is constant,
• the temperature of water returning to the tank is the same as
temperature leaving the HVAC distribution element,
the mass of water taken from the HT for covering the heating load
Pth,HL was calculated using (31):

m˙ HL =



Pth,HL m˙ HVAC



m˙ HVAC c p,w T f,HL − T f,HVAC + Pth,HL

(31)
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Fig. 6. Experimental and simulation data for the SEP mode. (a) Tank temperatures.
(b) AdC circuit temperatures. Measured values (solid lines) and simulation results
(∗ dashed lines).

Similarly, the mass ﬂow from CT m˙ CL to cooling load Pth,CL was
calculated from an energy balance in the cooling circuit.
5. 5. model evaluation results
Comprehensive evaluation of the models’ performance was
done using extensive empirical tests with varying ambient temperatures, initial tank temperatures, load proﬁles and control signals.
To ensure homogeneity in comparison of simulation and experimental results, the measured values of ambient temperature and
thermal loads were input as look-up tables for the simulations. The
load is connected to layer 6 of the hot tank and was applied as
the value for the HT model parameter “Load-Layer”. The data was
logged with a change-of-value protocol and the logging dead-band
was 2% of previous value.
Firstly, the time-series plots for three operational modes representing all the components are shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 8. These
plots express the dynamic interactions between the components
evaluating their application in a system-wide simulation. The operation time of a component was also compared in experiment and
simulation. Additionally, simulation of the internal control logic
and dynamic or quasi-static behaviour of the components was
analysed.
Secondly, two scatter plots expressing deviation of tank temperatures in a complex test scenario for summer and winter season
relevant to system control are shown (Fig. 9a-b).
Fig. 6 expresses the results of a Summer Electricity Production
(SEP) test. Here, the excess heat from the CHP is stored in the HT
and is used to drive the AdC and cool down the CT. Similar to the
experiment, a homogeneous initial temperature of 60.3 °C in the
HT and 16.6 °C in the CT was used. The volume ﬂows in the high,
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Fig. 7. Experimental and simulation results for the WEP mode. (a) HT temperatures
and CHP powers. (b) CHP circuit temperatures and volume ﬂow. Measured values
(solid lines) and simulation results (∗ dashed lines).

medium and low temperature circuits were 1.3 m³/h, 4.2 m³/h and
1.7 m³/h respectively. In addition, a control signal of 1.5 V was applied to the OC and the volume ﬂow in the OC circuit was 4.7 m³/h.
The AdC was switched on at time = 0 min. To ﬁlter the noise in
the measured data due to the periodic behaviour of the AdC, a 3minute average of the circuit temperatures was utilised.
Two temperatures in the CT (CT1 at the bottom and CT4 at the
top) are shown in Fig. 6(a). In addition, three temperatures in the
HT (HT1, HT5 & HT7), with HT1 being at the bottom of the tank
and HT7 corresponding to the outlet to the AdC are shown.
A deviation in the range 1 to 4 K is observed and stratiﬁed
cooling of the tanks replicates the real case. The periodic behaviour of the circuit temperatures is not observed in simulation
results shown in Fig. 6(b), but consistent with the assumption, this
is noticed to be damped in the tank temperatures. The AdC ran
for 110 min in reality compared to the 114 min in simulation to
achieve the set-point temperature of 12 °C for CT4.
In Fig. 7, the Winter Electricity Production (WEP) mode is
simulated. Here the heat from CHP is stored in the HT and is
used to cover the loads. Similar to the experiment, a homogeneous initial temperature of 43 °C in the HT was used. Pel,CHP (Nom )
and Pth,CHP (Nom ) were set to 5 kWel and 10.2 kWth respectively.
ηel (Nom) and ηth(Nom) were set to 0.24 and 0.65 respectively, and
the HCVFuel was set as 12 kWh/m³ assuming a gas CHP [40]. The
CHP is switched on at time = 0 min. Three temperatures in the HT
(HT1, HT5 & HT9) with HT1 being at the bottom of the tank are
shown in Fig. 7(a). A visual comparison shows temperature deviation in the range 1 to 6 K in the HT temperatures. Thermal stratiﬁcation behaviour is observed both in the experimental and simulation results. The main outputs of the CHP model are the feedline
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Fig. 9. Measured versus estimated results for the relevant tank temperatures. (a)
Summer scenario. (b) Winter scenario.

Fig. 8. Experimental and simulation results for the SEC mode. (a) CT temperatures
and CC powers. (b) CC and OC circuit temperatures. Measured values (solid lines)
and simulation results (∗ dashed lines).

temperature leaving the CHP T f,CHP and the volume ﬂow of water v˙ CHP which is controlled by the internal controller of the CHP
to achieve a maximum possible feedline temperature as shown in
Fig. 7(b). Visual analysis shows good accuracy for both outputs
in the steady state. The dynamic behaviour of the CHP’s thermal
power Pth,CHP during the start-up phase is also observed with a
deviation of around 1 kWth for the ﬁrst 60 min and then a better
∗
ﬁt is noticed in steady state. The simulated electric power Pel,CHP
shows a static response whereas the measured Pel,CHP displays a
quasi-static response. In the experiment the CHP turns off after
446 min and in the simulation after 453 min when HT1 reaches
a set-point temperature of 72 °C. Although the thermal power and
volume ﬂow do not turn zero due to the dynamic equations, the
formulation in (2) ensures that no mass ﬂow occurs when the CHP
is turned off and hence the HT is not affected.
The Summer Electricity Consumption (SEC) mode is simulated
in Fig. 8. Here, the cooling power of the CC Pth,CC (L ) cools the CT
down. Similar to the experiment a homogeneous initial temperature of 28 °C in the CT was used. The volume ﬂows in the medium
(condenser) and low (evaporator) temperature circuits were 2.65
m³/h and 2.45 m³/h respectively. In addition, a control signal of
10 V was applied to the OC. The CC is switched on at time = 0 min.
The four temperatures in the CT (CT1 to CT4 with CT1 at bottom)
are shown in Fig. 8(a). Stratiﬁed cooling is simulated in the cold
tank similar to the real case. The main outputs of the CC model are
the chilled water temperature T f,CC(L ) , the cooling power Pth,CC(L)
and the electric consumption Pel,RHP as shown in Fig. 8 (a & b).
Additionally, the circuit temperatures of the OC model are shown.
The OC receives a relatively steady 35 °C in its return line and cools

it down to almost the ambient temperature TAmb . This is in accordance to the fact that the OC is operating at its maximum speed
due to the 10 V signal. A visual comparison shows temperature deviation in the range of 1 to 2 K in the two circuits and 1 to 4 K in
the tank temperatures. The cooling power and electric power consumption deviate by less than 1 kW from the measured values.
The simulated values of cooling power and electric consump∗
tion, Pth,
and Pel∗ ,RHP display static behaviours and their meaCC(L )
sured values display quasi-static behaviours with a relatively short
delay time of approx. 1 min. Another characteristic simulated is the
part-load behaviour with decrease in cooling power as the CT temperatures decrease. In the experiment the machine ran for 158 min
and in simulation for 163 min before turning off due to achieving
set temperature of 10 °C for CT4.
The quality of the results are illustrated in more detail by comparing the measured and estimated tank temperature that is relevant in the case of the particular mode of operation as shown
in Fig. 9. Since the tanks are the hydraulic and thermal interface
between the source and load sides, these graphs facilitate a qualitative analysis of the complex physical interactions in the energy
system.
Data was analysed for 8.5 h of CCM operation and 12 h of HP
operation. It is seen that in most cases the estimated value of tank
temperatures was within +/- 10% of the measured value. This is
considered as an acceptable ﬁt in the proposed qualitative analysis.
A maximum deviation of approx. 15% is observed in the summer
scenario at a lower temperature range and amounts to 1.5 K. An
inaccurate extrapolation of the curve ﬁt models was observed in
this region. The formation of thermoclines in the tanks during CC
and HP operation is noticed in the wave-type illustration of the
data points.
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Table 5
Averaged evaluation metrics (standard deviation in brackets) from different tests.
AdC

CHP

CT2
0.12 (0.04)
0.96 (0.009)
0.37 (0.1)

NRMSRE
r²
MAE

HT5
0.24 (0.09)
0.79 (0.10)
2.5 (1.1)

CC
HT5
0.05 (0.003)
0.98 (0.006)
1.17 (0.1)

Tf,CHP
0.07 (0.05)
0.85 (0.09)
1.2 (0.5)

For the quantitative analysis the following commonly used analytical metrics for HVAC simulation were chosen [16]:
n
i=1

NRMSRE =



yi −y∗i
ymax −ymin

2
(32)

n

⎛
r2 = ⎝ 

n
n(

n
i=1

n
i=1

y2i ) −



yi y∗i −
n
i=1

yi



n
i=1

2 

yi

n(


n
i=1

n
i=1

y∗i

⎞2



y∗i 2 ) −



n
i=1

y∗i

2

⎠
(33)

MAE =



yi − y∗ 
i

n

(34)

where,
NRMSRE - Normalised root mean squared relative error
r 2 - Coeﬃcient of determination calculated as square of the
Pearson product moment correlation coeﬃcient
MAE- Mean absolute error
yi - ith measured value
y∗i - ith predicted value
ȳ- Arithmetic mean of measured values data set
ȳ∗ - Arithmetic mean of predicted values data set
ymax - Maximum value of y in entire data set
ymin - Minimum value of y in entire data set
n - Number of data points
The ﬁts are considered good when NRMSRE and MAE is close to
zero and r 2 is close to one. The average value of evaluation metrics (standard deviation in brackets) from various tests of the main
operational modes are shown in Table 5.
6. Discussion & conclusions
Deriving from existing methods in literature, a novel approach
to develop optimal control orientated models of a complex polygeneration system was exhibited. An original experimental validation of these reduced parameter models was also presented.
Results in Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 shows a good ﬁt of the tank temperatures in all different modes of operation demonstrating the
ability of the individual models to work in tandem and simulate
the complex interactions. The deviations noticed in Fig. 9 are for
a short time-period and could be captured by further discretising
the tank volume or including heat losses in the pipes. However,
this will increase the number of system states. Ultimately, a balance between model size and accuracy must be made. The main
outputs of the components are also simulated with suﬃcient accuracy as seen in circuit temperatures, powers, and volume ﬂows
in Fig. 6 to Fig. 8. The AdC model compromises on accuracy since
the periodic behaviour and start-up cycle is not simulated, but it
gains on simplicity which is needed for application in a MPC based
supervisory controller. Furthermore, the static models for AdC and
RHP are justiﬁed since the time constants of these components are
typically smaller than 5 min. For plant operations having normally
two to three start-up/shut-down cycles over an entire day, it is not
indispensable to model their transient dynamics. The accuracy of

Tf,CC(L)
0.06 (0.005)
0.96 (0.006)
1.04 (0.1)

HP
CT2
0.03 (0.002)
0.98 (0.004)
0.706 (0.07)

Tf,HP(H)
0.16 (0.06)
0.91 (0.03)
3.8 (0.4)

HT5
0.03 (0.003)
0.98 (0.005)
0.67 (0.1)

individual outputs could be improved further by using more high
quality data for ﬁtting the coeﬃcients through optimal experimental design techniques or larger steady state datasets.
The NRMSRE, r 2 and MAE methods were used for quantitative
analysis. Analytical values in Table 5 correspond to the good visual
results however it is seen that no particular metric is suitable for
the evaluation of all the variables and quantitative analysis should
be performed in the context of the visual analysis based on the developer’s criteria. This is consistent with existing conclusions [20].
The NRMSRE shows stable results and a value of less than 0.15 is
considered as a good ﬁt in this work since this also corresponds
to a good visual ﬁt and better r 2 (> 0.95) and MAE (< 1.2) values.
During the analysis it was observed that r 2 is sensitive to the errors caused from mismatch of time-series or when neglecting dynamics of components, but it is suitable for evaluating tank temperatures. The largest MAE of 3.8 K is in the HP scenario and is
negligible considering the tolerance that is acceptable in such complex thermal systems and neglecting effects of measurement errors
and thermal losses. The proposed models of AdC, CHP, and HP are
lesser accurate compared to models in literature but also have 10,
3, and 5 parameters lesser respectively (Table 3). It must be reiterated that they still have enough accuracy for the system wide simulation which was evident from the fact that maximum MAE for
totalelectricity balance amongst all scenarios was only 1.0 kWhel .
And the maximum MAE in operational costs (including fuel consumption, auxiliary consumption) amongst all scenarios was 0.02
€/kWhel .
The quantitative and qualitative arguments presented above
support the application of the proposed models for system-level
simulation of polygeneration plants with multiple components and
storages. Additionally, since the limited model errors can be alleviated within the ﬁfteen minutes MPC loop and the lesser complexity and continuous differentiability can be positively exploited,
this model set shows promising potential for application in optimal scheduling with respect to the energy market. However, they
are rendered unsuitable for grid voltage or frequency management
based optimal scheduling problems. Furthermore, as the models
use readily available data for parameter identiﬁcation and they reﬂect internal control and part-load aspects of components, they
satisfy the desired characteristics for real-world applications.
In future work, this model set will be utilised within a mixedinteger optimal control problem formulation for economic-MPC of
the system. Further simpliﬁcation of the models will be investigated by; (a) substituting the NTU-ε method for OC by variable
expressions of the TAmb , (b) substituting the fan-aﬃnity laws with
a variable expression of the RP M and (c) reducing the second order
ﬁts to ﬁrst order ﬁts. Subsequently the building automation and
control architecture will be extended to ﬁt the coeﬃcients of regression in real-time for creating a self-learning model set.
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